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At the transition from a static to a dynamic deformation regime of a shear band in bulk metallic

glasses, stress transients in terms of overshoots are observed. We interpret this phenomenon with a

repeated shear-melting transition and are able to access a characteristic time for a liquidlike to

solidlike transition in the shear band as a function of temperature, enabling us to understand why

shear bands arrest during inhomogenous serrated flow in bulk metallic glasses. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3684871]

Slowly cooling a liquid metal to ambient temperature is

known to result in a phase transition from a liquid to a crys-

talline solid; a method that forms the basis for metals pro-

duction, near net-shape casting, but also microstructural

design when the cooling rate is varied. Most of our metals in

daily use are crystalline, but pioneering work by Klement

et al.1 demonstrated that very high cooling rates can quench

the liquid metal to an amorphous solid, called a metallic

glass. Subsequent progress in casting processes led to glassy

structures with thicknesses of up to a centimeter, called bulk

metallic glasses (BMGs).2–4

Since then, the understanding of plastic flow in BMGs

both at elevated and low homologous temperatures has been a

topic of intense research.5–7 Studies dedicated to high-

temperature deformation have unveiled a Newtonian or non-

Newtonian behaviour, where plastic flow at moderate strain

rates is homogenously distributed throughout the sample.8,9

Decreasing the temperature to the undercooled liquid region

and subsequently beyond the glass transition, the metal liquid

experiences a tremendous increase in viscosity, finally enter-

ing the regime of an amorphous solid. Thus, BMGs can be

viewed as a frozen liquid.7 In this regime, flow becomes inho-

mogeneous and drastically confined to nm-thick shear

bands.5,7 Inhomogeneous flow either proceeds in a continuous

non-serrated fashion, where shear-band propagation is driven

by the testing device, or as serrated intermittent flow, when

the shear-band propagation is faster than the applied strain

rate.10,11 During serrated flow, shear-band propagation advan-

ces in a motion typical for that of stick-slip systems.12,13

In search for engineering applications, as, for example,

structural components subjected to stresses passing the elastic

limit, intense efforts have been undertaken to increase the plas-

tic straining capability via microstructural design.14 Another

route intensely explored is investigating the underlying physics

on how plastic flow develops at the microstructural or atomic

scale,5–7,15 which, however, entails severe experimental acces-

sibility complications due to flow’s confinement to the nm-

length scale and rapid shear-band propagation during serrated

flow that occurs within milliseconds at ambient tempera-

ture.10,11,16 Nevertheless, specialized experimental techniques

applied after deformation suggest that the deforming material

within a shear band undergoes a structural change towards

lower density,17,18 being analogous to shear-induced dilation

processes known to occur in a wide range of disordered or

granular media.19,20 This naturally emerges towards a picture

in which the material in an active shear band is believed to be

in a state of lower viscosity relative to the surrounding bulk

matrix. Viscosity estimates derived from shear rates within the

shear band assuming Couette flow21 and in-situ acoustic emis-

sion experiments22 are in agreement with this, yielding in the

former case viscosity values close to those measured at the

glass transition and in the latter case volume expansions during

shear-band initiation equivalent to those measured in the under-

cooled liquid regime. Ultrahigh strain rate molecular dynamics

simulations also indicate this picture, deriving that the initiation

of flow can be viewed as a stress-induced glass transition con-

fined to the shear band.23 Despite a lack of direct experimental

evidence, there exists thus general consensus on shear-band ini-

tiation caused by localized structural softening due to a volume

expansion, followed by shear-band propagation on a confined

layer with reduced viscosity. Conversely, it remains an open

question as to what the mechanisms are that govern the reverse

transition to flow initiation, that is, shear-band arrest.

In this letter, we report on stress overshoots during inho-
mogeneous flow obtained from stop-and-start experiments.

Whilst this work directly reveals shear-band creep, as well as

static aging after shear-band arrest, we also observe a pro-

nounced time dependence of the stress-overshoot magnitude.

From analogous stop-and-start experiments on confined

nanoscopic liquids, we relate the stress-overshoot magnitude

to a characteristic nucleation time of a liquidlike to solidlike

transition,24–27 and propose that this governs shear-band

arrest. Such an approach may provide the key ingredients to

fundamentally understanding the stable plastic flow of metal-

lic glasses.

Stop-and-start experiments within the flow regime of a

Zr-based (Zr52.2Ti5Cu17.9Ni14.6Al10) BMG were conducted

with a screw-driven compression machine at temperatures
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between 78 K and 298 K, at an applied strain rate _e of 10�3

s�1. Compression testing was performed in an experimental

chamber with liquid nitrogen used as coolant. Further details

on the setup can be found elsewhere.11,21 All samples were

prepared from the same master alloy by suction casting of

3 mm rods in an arc-melter. The compression samples were

5 mm long and carefully polished on both ends to assure

plane-parallel testing.

Figure 1(a) displays two stress-strain curves, one of

which was tested under serrated (243 K) and the other under

non-serrated (198 K) conditions. During both experiments,

the drive of the machine was stopped (“stop,” cross-head ve-

locity vXH ¼ 0) at a flow stress rf, and restarted (“start,”

vXH 6¼ 0) several times within the plastic flow regime, yield-

ing stress overshoots upon restarting. Such overshoots are

well-known for homogeneous deformation of BMGs at high

temperatures28 and have been recently reported on during in-

homogeneous flow under cryogenic conditions.29 Figure 1(b)

shows the stress-time response for a stop-and-start cycle

recorded at 173 K during non-serrated flow, which upon

stopping reveals a time dependent stress relaxation Drr and a

stress-overshoot Dr before flow continues as prior to the

stop. We define the time between “stop” and “start” as the

stopping time or aging time, which will be shown to corre-

late with the overshoot magnitude Dr.

Focusing first on the event of stopping within the flow

regime at any flow stress rf, the subsequent stress-relaxation

Drr as a function of time and temperature shows quickly

ceasing resolvable stress decays at higher temperatures,

whereas longer retaining decays are present at lower temper-

atures (Fig. 2). More importantly, below 123 K, there exist

vanishingly small differences in the displayed stress relaxa-

tion, as revealed by plotting the relaxation stress magnitude

jDrrj at an arbitrary time tr of 2.6 s as a function of tempera-

ture (see inset of Fig. 2). Entering the stop-phase of the

experiment from a regime of shear-band propagation leads to

the conclusion that the stress-relaxation phenomena observed

in Fig. 2 may be partly linked to the duration of reaching

shear-band arrest under the conditions prevailing. Thus, con-

tinued shear-band propagation is expected to occur after the

“stop” event, which indeed can be resolved when correlating

both stress and displacement with time, as demonstrated for

198 K in the inset of Fig. 3. Subsequent to stopping the

machine, continued displacement (shear-band creep) can be

resolved for a certain amount of time until both stress and

displacement remain stationary. We attribute this to a per-

sisting mechanism of shear-band creep prior to arrest. Hence,

subsequent to setting the drive of the machine to zero, con-

tinued shear-band propagation is detectable for a certain tem-

perature dependent duration; a time scale that we will later

show to be of importance for our interpretation. At tempera-

tures below 123 K, a situation is reached, where shear-band

arrest remains absent throughout the relaxation-times dis-

played in Fig. 2. Indeed, when stopping for 500 s at 78 K

continued shear-band creep of more than 60 lm was

resolved, until the experiment was resumed (“start”) (not

shown here).

In conjunction with earlier research establishing the

thermal activation of shear banding under strain-rate con-

trolled conditions,10,11 the above result of a temperature-

independent stress-relaxation below 123 K upon stopping

suggests a suppression of thermally driven atomic-scale rear-

rangement processes throughout continued relief of elasti-

cally stored energy in the sample-machine assembly. At

higher temperatures atomic-scale rearrangement processes

quickly allow the shear band to attain arrest under the

applied stress during the stopping phase.

Subsequent to the stopping phase of the experiment,

stress-overshoots appeared upon reloading (“start”); a feature

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Stress-strain response

for stop-and-start experiments under serrated

and non-serrated conditions, displaying stress

overshoots upon resumed loading. A stress

overshoot Dr following the restart of loading

under non-serrated conditions is shown in (b);

rf indicates the flow stress at “stop” and Drr the

stress relaxation occurring after stopping.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Different stress-relaxation responses as a function of

time for various temperatures immediately after stopping the loading experi-

ment. Inset: the absolute stress-relaxation magnitude jDrrj at an arbitrary

time tr of 2.6 s evidences that the relaxation stress remains constant at tem-

peratures of 123 K and below.
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that was further investigated as a function of time and tem-

perature. In each test, the stopping time t was varied, permit-

ting to plot the stress overshoot magnitude Dr as a function

of time at different temperatures, as summarized in Fig. 3. It

is clear that when choosing a logarithmic time scale, a linear

trend of type Dr ¼ C1 þ C2logðtÞ becomes apparent. Extrap-

olating the linear fits to the abscissa allows for the determi-

nation of a characteristic time sn below which no overshoot

occurs, as is exemplarily indicated for 173 K. Thus, when

stopping the experiment for shorter durations than sn, the

structural reorganization in the shear-band is insufficient,

and upon reapplying a driving force, no measurable excess

energy resulting in an overshoot is required. This result is

analogous to the time dependency of stiction-spike magni-

tudes of confined nanoscopic liquids and glassy polymer

interfaces, in which this characteristic time is attributed to

the time necessary to nucleate a solidlike state from a liquid-

like state that prevails during sliding.24–27 Note at this stage

that by employing a framework known for static friction

experiments of nanoscopic confined liquids, we naturally

assume the operating shear-band to be a planar defect with

strongly reduced viscosity as compared to the surrounding

bulk matrix. This assumption is well supported by recent

results investigating shear-band properties in bulk metallic

glasses.22,30 A trend of increasing sn can be observed as the

temperature decreases, as further discussed below and also

displayed in Fig. 4. The result in Fig. 3 is consistent with the

understanding that sn is an inverse measure of the atomic-

structure mobility in the confined layer of the shear band.

Most importantly, at any temperature, sn correlates very well

with the time during which continued shear-band creep can

be resolved prior to shear-band arrest (inset in Fig. 3).

In summary, stop-and-go experiments thus reveal the

following phenomena: The shear band resides first in a

dynamic state when it is driven by the applied strain rate.

Our results show that when vXH ¼ 0 (“stop”), a temperature

dependent dynamic-to-static transition leads first to contin-

ued shear-band creep, followed by arrest and subsequent

static aging of the shear band. Further, we observe a very

good agreement with sn and the shear-band creep duration.

We will now proceed with comparing the here-obtained sn

with the inherent time scales of serrated flow at higher tem-

peratures obtained in our earlier work10,11,13 and propose

why shear bands arrest by developing the analogy borrowed

from static friction experiments of confined liquids.24–27 To

do this, it is important to point out that the process of a dis-

placement jump during serrated flow has been described by

taking into account the time Dt over which the increment in

displacement Du is created (schematic inset in Fig. 4).10,11,16

Differentiating this signal with respect to time allows for

plotting the velocity profile for the shear event, which is

composed of a symmetric profile (schematic inset in Fig. 4).

During the first half, acceleration occurs, followed by a

deceleration and arrest of the shear band. Hence, half of the

displacement increment time Dt/2 is conveyed to represent

the same atomic relaxation process during the shear-band

creep phase, leading to shear-band arrest, as we observed

under non-serrated conditions upon setting vXH ¼ 0. That

means, Dt as obtained from serrated flow should obey the

same functional dependence as the characteristic time sn� 2,

if the observed shear-band creep phase is equivalent to the

decelerating shear-band propagation cycle. Indeed, this

seems to be very much the case and is evidenced in Fig. 4,

where the dashed line represents a guide line through all data

points.

Based on the good agreement in Fig. 4 and the used

analogy from confined liquids, we argue that the question

“why do shear bands stop?” finds an answer through the fact

that during serrated flow shear-band propagation occurs in a

temperature/applied strain-rate regime where the structural

freezing of the lower viscous state within the shear band is

defined by a very small sn relative to the applied strain rate.

FIG. 3. (Color online) The effect of stopping time on Dr. Logarithmic fits

to the data at each temperature allow the determination of the characteristic

time sn, which increases as a function of decreasing temperature. The inset

shows the stress and displacement data as a function of time at 198 K,

directly demonstrating shear-band creep subsequent to setting vXH ¼ 0

(stop), where sn corresponds well to the time (0.32 s) throughout which

creep can be resolved prior to attaining shear-band arrest at the horizontal

dashed red line.

FIG. 4. Characteristic time Dt obtained for flow serrations during serrated

flow and characteristic time sn � 2 as a function of temperature. Dt is the

load drop time (equivalent to the displacement jump time) during serrated

flow, and sn the time needed to attain shear-band arrest after stopping during

non-serrated flow. Both Dt and sn � 2 follow the same temperature depend-

ence, indicating that the shear-band deceleration cycle Dt/2 is equal to sn.

The dashed line represents a trend line to both data sets. The schematic inset

demonstrates the displacement and velocity profiles of a serration as a func-

tion of time.
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That means, at higher temperatures during serrated flow, sn

is sufficiently small to quickly reverse the structural soften-

ing induced at shear-band initiation, leading to shear-band

arrest. At very low temperatures, the stressed shear-band

remains in a propagating state since sn is so large that ther-

mally driven atomic rearrangement processes do not allow

for structural freezing. We may thus interpret the here

obtained time sn as a characteristic nucleation time for a

liquid-like to solid-like transition known to occur in nanome-

ter confined liquids,24,25,31 which is in agreement with the

fact that the material in the acting shear band undergoes a

viscosity change of several orders of magnitude. Theoretical

work on glassy systems, which incorporates shear transfor-

mation zone dynamics as the fundamental process of plastic-

ity in amorphous alloys, colloidal systems, or granular

media, has previously yielded similar stress-overshoot char-

acteristics;32 therefore, supporting the experimental route

and analogy exploited here. We acknowledge that the effects

of structural damage as a function of strain and set-up char-

acteristics on sn still compose a challenging continuation of

our experimental efforts.
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